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FOUR BIG CHANGES 
 

• Moving to linear 
 

• Large Data Set 
 

• Technology 
 

• Teaching Mechanics for the first time 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving to LinearRequires new approaches to teaching – spiral learning, so see DEs and parametrics early for eg.Great opportunity for longer-term development of understanding and skills across the whole qualificationOverarching themes build skills on top of the content list; challenge is to build that into T&L on top of content deliveryFixed content – good for universities as they will know what students have done; good for engineering.�Not so good for those going into Computer Science, Economics, Operational research, who could have done with the revamped Discrete Maths courses, but at least all will have a level playing field.Large Data SetPre-release large data set (LDS) is designed to encourage learners to work with real data and to have used technology such as spreadsheets or statistical packages to explore data. The use of the large data set is primarily about teaching and learning.We have included some suggested teaching activities in the specification, at the heart of which is using the skills of data presentation and interpretation for exploratory data analysis. The key thing is that you are free to deliver the LDS requirement in a way which is appropriate to your individual setting, including your own experience of working with such data and the technological resource available.technology rich and technology poor settings will have different challenges, and the pedagogy of working with these data sets is not clearly understood (mention CA + OCR research). TechnologyThe intention is that the use of technology should permeate the teaching of mathematicsAgain, key that you are free to do this in a way appropriate to the setting – permeate does not mean “every lesson”You can spend money on software packages if you wish, but there are many excellent free options available such as Geogebra, including many that will work on mobile phones such as Desmos.Technology does not have any place in the exam beyond calculators. In the examination students are expected to be able to use built-in calculator functions to find summary statistics and to obtain probability values from standard distributions. (Mention OCR+MEI rule)T&L tasks in the spec, to be expanded upon in resources. First time MechanicsAbout 40% of OCR centres don’t currently teach mechanics to A Level Maths students, so many will be teaching mechanics for the first timeThe new mechanics content has much more emphasis on the application of vectors and calculus, so it is much more natural to think of it as an extension and application of pure mathematics.
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FURTHER BIG CHANGES 

• Compulsory Pure Core 
 
• New optional structures and content 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compulsory Pure CoreAt AS Level both specs only 33⅓% Pure Core, but AQA and Pearson 50%.kept low because not much more content can be added and still retain coteachability; not too much focus on pure maths at the expense of a broad base of optional content to support HE transition.Very similar in size, content and demand to current FP1 units.At A LevelBoth specs retain the fixed 50% Pure Core; AQA increased to 66 2/3 %.Roughly equivalent to current FP1, FP2 and FP3 (OCR) or FP1, FP2 and DE (MEI)This does mean a lot of schools teaching some of this Pure content for the first timeNew optional structures and contentMany different optional pathways available. Each AO has produced something very different, so complex to chose.Challenge is to get heads around what is there, and what students will need.HE survey (4000+ undergrads) to help define OCR and MEI content, but in schools with only one pathway expect to see traditional routes, sadly. Other options (and ability to take more than needed) are for schools who can offer this to students.
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AS Further A Level Further 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Further Maths 

Pure Maths
50%

Optional Content
50%

Pure Maths
at least 

30%

Optional Content
up to 70%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rules:Pure maths content defined by DfE (In both our Specs ‘at least 30%’ Pure Maths in AS is one third).Optional content is defined by the awarding body but it must be at the same level of demand as the prescribed core.At least one pathway must be co-teachable with A level Maths (i.e. AS Further only assumes AS Maths).AS/Alevel around but not exactly 3hrs/6hrs – NB no minimum assessment time given by Ofqual, so there is no industry standardIn any AS further mathematics specification, at least one route must be available to allow the qualification to be taught alongside AS mathematics: the content of the components that make up this route may either be new, or may build on the content of AS mathematics, but must not significantly overlap with or depend upon other A level mathematics content.All our pathways are coteachable, except double stats/mech in MEI AS Further and the complete pure pathway in MEI A Level Further (Numerical Methods, Extra Pure, Further Pure with Technology); only real thing borrowed from full A Level is resolving forces in further mechanics AS (spec A and B), and a few small bits of pure required by the DfE.
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GCSE to A Level  

The new A Levels are not “harder” 
 
• New GCSE (9-1) should help transition 
• Linear qualification delays need to be exam ready 

 
• Preparation before Sept 
• Bridging in the first term 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not harder – the intention is that the level of demand stays the sameTalk about OCR research, shared in A Level Maths Working Group, following PreU, into the balance of AS and A Level assessment items in an “A Level” as opposed to “A2” exam.Talk about prediction matrices – maintaining level of demand means that students with similar GCSE profiles to now will get similar A Levels. How this works with 9-1 grades remains to be seen AFAIKNew GCSE partly designed to remove some barriersIntermediate tier no longer the assumed knowledgeSkills as well as content listMore problem solving, reasoningLoss of grade on HT and gain of grade 9 should mean more challenge in the assessment for higher achievers, without loss, which should have some backwash effect on teaching – ditto Progress/Attainment 8Loss of January exams (2013) a good thing already. For schools not taking AS, five terms of T&L.Preparation – flipped learning to engage with problems or applications and/or drill exercises to develop algebraic manipulation in particularBridging in first term – make space for practising skills, also try to develop OT based skills on HT GCSE knowledge
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Impact of decoupling 

• Teaching 
 

• Perfomance 
 

• HE and Careers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If not teaching AS – freedom to teach over five termsIf teaching AS – maybe differentiation more difficult, but Maths works well for coteaching because you would generally want to teach the AS content first and at that sort of depth.�Further Maths – depends heavily on the AO. OCR and MEI entirely coteachable for all pathways (one exception in MEI)Decoupling of Maths and Further – our stats suggest very small slight decrease in A Level Maths grades would be correct, so counterintutively an increase in Further Maths grades? However, this likely to be smoothed by prediction matrices.Admissions back to how they used to be. Increase in admissions tests likely (cf Cambridge, though not a direct or threshold measure).�Concerns that it will affect students from more deprived backgrounds aiming at Russell + Oxbridge.Loss of 4 AS to 3 A Levels will see a drop of at least 25%, so maybe down to 75,000 a year rather than 100,000.This will not affect the top end, but we will see a reduction in the number of students leaving school with A Level Maths, possibly 25,000 or so a year.Loss of AS a major issue for further maths, plus changes to funding. No idea what the numbers will be, but surely will reverse the increases in recent years, could be 15,000 down to 5,000?
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Contact 

maths@ocr.org.uk 
will.hornby@ocr.org.uk 

01223 553998 
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